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661-615-4630 
Sunrise Power Company, LLC	 I Box 81617, Bakersfield, CA 93380-1617 

Kelly S. Lucas, Executive Director 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

November 17, 2010 

SU-2978 

1\Ilr. Christopher Davis
 
California Energy Commission
 
1516 Ninth Street, MS-2000
 
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512
 

Re:	 Sunrise Power Company, LLC (98-AFC-4C)
 
Revised Petition For Minor Modification
 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

Sunrise Power Company, LLC (Sunrise) recently submitted an ATC modification application to 
the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) requesting that the respective 
PTa for turbine S-3746-1-7 and for turbine S-3746-2-7 be modified to reflect changes in 
SJVAPCD Rule 4703. Since Condition #21 defines the time limits for cold, warm, and hot 
startups and shutdowns, Conditions #20 and #26 are no longer required. As such, the attached 
ATC modification application requests the removal of conditions #20 and #26 from the 
SJVAPCD PTa's S-3746-1-7 and S-3746-2-7 (Attachment 2). Associated with this 
modification, Sunrise is also requesting that CEC condition of certification AQ-49 be removed, 
and that the language contained in the last sentence of AQ-10 be amended for consistency 
between the two permits. As such, Sunrise requests that the last sentence of AQ-10 be 
replaced with the language in PTa Condition #21 that reads: "Startup and shutdown durations 
shall not exceed 60 minutes for a hot startup, 128 minutes for a warm startup, and 230 minutes 
for a cold startup, and one hour for a shutdown, per occurrence." 

Sunrise also found within the CEC conditions of certification that Condition AQ-26 references a 
condition that no longer exists in the PTa, and that Condition AQ-59 requires weekly cooling
tower water-sampling. Sunrise is requesting that AQ-26 be deleted for consistency with the 
PTOs as the SJVAPCD removed this condition from the PTa in 2002 as the plant's low 
emission rates made this condition unnecessary. As to Condition AQ-59, Sunrise requests that 
it be modified to be consistent with the Cooling Tower PTa Condition 5 that was changed in 
2002 requiring a quarterly water-sampling frequency versus weekly. The SJVAPCD modified 
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this condition as quarterly sampling was deemed a more reasonable determination of 
compliance based on this type of process. 

Sunrise, in seeking consistency between the PTOs, is requesting that the CEC withdraw 
Sunrise's original petition for a minor modification submitted on August 13, 2010, and replace it 
with this revised petition for minor modification based on discussions with the CEC staff. 

If you have any questions, please contact Rob Hiestand at (661) 615-4781 or 
Daniel Beck at (661) 615-4660. 

Attachments 

xc: D. Jordan - EPA 
R. Fletcher - CARB 



Attachment 1
 

CEC Revised Petition for Minor Modification
 



1.0 OVERVIEW 

Sunrise Power Company (Sunrise) received original approval (98-AFC-4C) in 
November 2001 from the California Energy Commission (CEC) for a 585 megawatt 
(MW) combined cycle power plant in Kern Coun~y, California. The facility consists of 
two (2) 160 MW (nominal) natural-gas fired General Electri(~ Frame 7FA combustion 
turbines equipped with dry Low NOx (DLN) combustors, two (2) duct fired heat 
recovery steam generators (HRSGs), and one (1) 265 MW steam turbine generator 
(STG). The plant also utilizes an anhydrous ammonia selective catalytic reduction 
system for emissions controls of NOx and CO. Sunrise is owned jointly by Chevron 
and Edison Mission Energy. 

Sunrise Power Company, LLC (Sunrise) recently submitted an ATC modification 
application to the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) 
requesting that the respective PTO for turbine S-3746-1-7 and for turbine S-3746-2-7 
be modified to reflect changes in SJVAPCD Rule 4703. Since Condition #21 defines 
the time limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns, Conditions #20 and 
#26 are no longer required. As such, the attached ATC modification application 
requests the removal of conditions #20 and #26 from the SJVAPCD PTO's S-3746-1-7 
and S-3746-2-7 (Attachment 2). Associated with this modification, Sunrise is also 
requesting that CEC condition of certification AQ-49 be removed, and that the 
language contained in the last sentence of AQ-10 be amended for consistency between 
the two permits. As such, Sunrise requests that the last sentence of AQ-10 be 
replaced with the language in PTO Condition #21 that reads: "Startup and shutdown 
durations shall not exceed 60 minutes for a hot startup, 128 minutes for a warm 
startup, and 230 minutes for a cold startup, and one hour for a shutdown, per 
occurrence." 

Sunrise also found within the CEC conditions of certification that Condition AQ-26 
references a condition that no longer exists in the PTO, and that Condition AQ-59 
requires weekly cooling-tower water-sampling. Sunrise is requesting that AQ-26 be 
deleted for consistency with the PTOs as the SJVAPCD removed this condition from 
the PTO in 2002 as the plant's low emission rates made this condition unnecessary. 
As to Condition AQ-59, Sunrise requests that it be modified to be consistent with the 
Cooling Tower PTO Condition 5 that was changed in 2002 requiring a quarterly 
water-sampling frequency versus weekly. The SJVAPCD modified this condition as 
quarterly sampling was deemed a more reasonable determination of compliance 
based on this type of process. 

Sunrise, in seeking consistency between the PTOs, is requesting that the CEC 
withdraw Sunrise's original petition for a minor modification submitted on August 13, 
2010, and replace it with this revised petition for minor modification based on 
discussions with the CEC staff. 

This petition for a post-certification amendment is being submitted under the 
provisions of Section 1769 of Title 20, California Administrative Code (CEC Rules of 
Practice and Procedure and Power Plant Site Certification Regulations) to seek a 
minor modification to the conditions of certification. The requirement appears in bold 
italics followed by a narrative response. 
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2.0 INFORMATION REQUIRED BY SECTION 1769 
(A) A complete description of the proposed modifications, including new language for any 
conditions that will be affected 

Sunrise Power Company, LLC (Sunrise) recently submitted an ATC modification 
application to the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) 
requesting that the respective pTO for turbine S-3746-1-7 and for turbine S-3746-2-7 
be modified to reflect changes in SJVAPCD Rule 4703. Since Condition #21 defines 
the time limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns, Conditions #20 and 
#26 are no longer required. As such, the attached ATC modification application 
requests the removal of conditions #20 and #26 from the SJVAPCD PTO's S-3746-1-7 
and S-3746-2-7 (Attachment 2). Associated with this modification, Sunrise is also 
requesting that CEC condition of certification AQ-49 be removed, and that the 
language contained in the last sentence of AQ-10 be amended for consistency between 
the two permits. As such, Sunrise requests that the last sentence of AQ-10 be 
replaced with the language in PTO Condition #21 that reads: "Startup and shutdown 
durations shall not exceed 60 minutes for a hot startup, 128 minutes for a warm 
startup, and 230 minutes for a cold startup, and one hour for a shutdown, per 
occurrence." 

Sunrise also found within the CEC conditions of certification that Condition AQ-26 
references a condition that no longer exists in the PTO, and that Condition AQ-59 
requires weekly cooling-tower water-sampling. Sunrise is requesting that AQ-26 be 
deleted for consistency with the PTOs as the SJVAPCD removed this condition from 
the PTO in 2002 as the plant's low emission rates made this condition unnecessary. 
As to Condition AQ-59, Sunrise requests that it be modified to be consistent with the 
Cooling Tower PTO Condition 5 that was changed in 2002 requiring a quarterly 
water-sampling frequency versus weekly. The SJVAPCD modified this condition as 
quarterly sampling was deemed a more reasonable determination of compliance 
based on this type of process. 

(B) A discussion of the necessity for the proposed modifications 

The proposed modification is based on the recent changes to SJVAPCD Rule 4703 
that no longer reference or specify a time period for thermal stabilization. Conditions 
#20 and #26 from each of the PTOs reference thermal stabilization and a time limit 
that is no longer applicable. Sunrise PTO's already have defined time limits for cold, 
warm, and hot startups and shutdowns in condition #21 of the same PTO's. All other 
modifications are based upon references to the PTO that either do not exist, or have 
been modified by SJVAPCD permit staff for applicability and rule revisions. 

(C) If the modification is based on information that was known by the petitioner during the 
certification proceeding, an explanation why the issue was not raised at that time 

The modification is not based on information that was known to the petitioner at the 
time of the certification. The proposed modification is based on the recent changes to 
SJVAPCD Rule 4703 that no longer references or specifies a time period for thermal 
stabilization. Conditions #20 and #26 from each of the PTOs reference thermal 
stabilization and a time limit that is no longer applicable. The Sunrise PTO's already 
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have defined time limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns in condition 
#21 ofthe same. All other PTO modifications have been made by SJVAPCD staff 
during PTO revisions following the plants certification proceeding. 

(D) If the modification is based on new information that changes or undermines the 
assumptions, rationale, findings, or other bases of the final decision, an explanation of why 
the change should be permitted 

The proposed modification is based on the recent changes to SJVAPCD Rule 4703 
that no longer references or specifies a time period for thermal stabilization. 
Conditions #20 and #26 from each of the PTOs reference thermal stabilization and a 
time limit that is no longer applicable. The Sunrise PTO's already have defined time 
limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns in condition #21 of the same 
PTO's. All other PTO modifications have been made by SJVAPCD staff during PTO 
revisions following the plants certification proceeding. 

The modification does not change or undermine the assumptions, rationale, findings, 
or other bases of the final decision. Therefore, the change should be permitted. 

(E) An analysis of the impacts the modification may have on the environment and proposed 
measures to mitigate any significant adverse impacts 

This minor amendment will not change the operation of the facility, nor will it have 
an impact on air quality since the facility already operates under other PTO 
conditions that define time limits for stopping, cold, warm, and hot startups. The 
additional modifications are based on PTO modifications completed by SJVAPCD 
staff in 2002. This modification would modify the CEC COC's to be consistent with 
the PTO's. No other environmental issues or concerns are affected by the proposed 
change and no additional analysis is needed to evaluate other environmental areas. 

(F) A discussion of the impact of the modification on the facility's ability to comply with 
applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards 

The proposed changes do not affect Sunrise's ability to comply with applicable laws 
ordinances, regulations, and standards. 

(G) A discussion of how the modification affects the public 

This minor amendment will not affect the public since this change does not change 
the operation of the facility, nor will it have an impact on air quality since the facility 
already operates under other PTO conditions that define time limits for stopping, 
cold, warm, and hot startups. 

(H) A list ofproperty owners potentially affected by the modification 

There are no property owners that will be affected by the proposed modification. A 
single property owner is located within 1000 feet of the Sunrise site, Chevron. The 
applicable contact information for Chevron is provided below: 
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Physical Address Mailing Address 

Chevron 26251 Highway 33 26251 Highway 33 
Fellows, CA 93224 Fellows, CA 93224 

(I)	 Adiscussion of the potential effect on near by property owners, the public and the 
parties in the application proceedings 

The proposed revisions will not affect nearby property owners. 

3.0 SCHEDULE 
Due to the insignificant nature of these changes Sunrise respectfully requests that 
the CEC process this petition to approve the described changes as expeditiously as is 
possible. 

4.0 PETITION CONTACTS 
Questions regarding this petition should be directed to: 

Rob Hiestand 
Regulatory Compliance Coordinator 
Sunrise Power Company, LLC 
P.O. Box 81617 
Bakersfield, CA 93380 
Phone: (661) 615-4781 
Fax: (661) 615-4610 

Daniel Beck 
HES Supervisor 
Sunrise Power Company, LLC 
P.O. Box 81617 
Bakersfield, CA 93380 
Phone: (661) 615-4660 
Fax: (661) 615-4610 

5.0 SUMMARY 
Sunrise Power Company, LLC (Sunrise) recently submitted an ATC modification 
application to the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD) 
requesting that the respective PTO for turbine S-3746-1-7 and for turbine S-3746-2-7 
be modified to reflect changes in SJVAPCD Rule 4703. Since Condition #21 defines 
the time limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns, Conditions #20 and 
#26 are no longer required. As such, the attached ATC modification application 
requests the removal of conditions #20 and #26 from the SJVAPCD PTO's S-3746-1-7 
and S-3746-2-7 (Attachment 2). Associated with this modification, Sunrise is also 
requesting that CEC condition of certification AQ-49 be removed, and that the 
language contained in the last sentence of AQ-lO be amended for consistency between 
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the two permits. As such, Sunrise requests that the last sentence of AQ-10 be 
replaced with the language in PTO Condition #21 that reads: "Startup and shutdown 
durations shall not exceed 60 minutes for a hot startup, 128 minutes for a warm 
startup, and 230 minutes for a cold startup, and one hour for a shutdown, per 
occurrence." 

Sunrise also found within the CEC conditions of certification that Condition AQ-26 
references a condition that no longer exists in the PTO, and that Condition AQ-59 
requires weekly cooling-tower water-sampling. Sunrise is requesting that AQ-26 be 
deleted for consistency with the PTOs as the SJVAPCD removed this condition from 
the PTO in 2002 as the plant's low emission rates made this condition unnecessary. 
As to Condition AQ-59, Sunrise requests that it be modified to be consistent with the 
Cooling Tower PTO Condition 5 that was changed in 2002 requiring a quarterly 
water-sampling frequency versus weekly. The SJVAPCD modified this condition as 
quarterly sampling was deemed a more reasonable determination of compliance 
based on this type of process. 

This minor amendment will not change the operation of the facility, nor will it have 
an impact on air quality since the facility already operates under other PTO 
conditions that define time limits for stopping, cold, warm, and hot startups, as well 
as the sampling frequency of the cooling tower. Due to the insignificant nature of 
these changes Sunrise respectfully requests that the CEC process this petition to 
approve the described changes as expeditiously as is possible. 

Based on this expedited processing of this petition is respectfully requested. 
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661-615-4630 
Sunrise Power Company. LLC Box 81617. Bakersfield. CA 93380-1617 

Kelly S Lucas. Executive Director 

VIA FAX AND M..A..IL 

June 21, 2010 

SD-2888 

Ms. Gurpreet Brar
 
San Joaquin Valley APeD - Central Region
 
1990 E. Gettysburg Ave.
 
Fresno, CA 93726
 

Re: Minor Modification Application for 5-3746-1-7 and 5-3746-2-7 

Dear Ms. Brar: 

Based on a recent telephone conversation between yourself and Rob Hiestand of our 
staff, Sunrise is requesting that the recently issued PTO's for both turbines S-3746
1-7 and S-3746-2-7 be modified to reflect the changes to Rule 4703 that no longer 
reference or specify a time period for thermal stabilization. Conditions #20 and #26 
from each of the recently issued PTOs still reference thermal stabilization and a 
time limit that is no longer applicable. In addition, the Sunrise PTOs already have 
defined time limits for cold, warm, and hot startups and shutdowns in condition #21 
of the same PTO's. As such, the enclosed ATC modification application requests the 
removal of conditions #20 and #26 from PTO's S-3746-1-7 and S-3746-2-7. Attached 
is a check for the application fees. 

If you have any questions, please contact Rob Hiestand at (661) 615-4781 or Daniel 
Beck at (661) 615-4660. 

Attachments 

xc: C. Davis - CEC 
1. Scandura - SJVAPCD-Southern Region 
S. Frey - EPA 
D. Jordan· EPA (Attn: AIR·5) 
R. Fletcher - CARB 
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San Joaquin Valley
 
lJnified Air Pollution Control District
 

TITLE V l\10DIFICATION - COMPLIANCE CERTIFJCATIO:\ FORM 

l. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION (Check appropriate box) 

[] SlCiNIFICANT PERMIT MOD1F1CAT]ON [] ·".Dl\1INISTR;\rrVL~ 

[X] MINOR PERMll MODIFICATION AMENDl\lE'\T 

I 
COMPANY NAME Sunrise Power Company, LLC 

I 
] Type ofOrganization:[ ] Corporation [ ] Sole Ownership 

I 2. Owner's Name: Sunrise Power Company, LLC 

II 3. Agent 10 the Owner: Kelly S Lucas 

II FACILITY 10: :-i'"" ~746 

[ ] Government lXi Partnership [ ] Utility I 

II. COMPLIANCE CERTIFICAnON (Read each statement carefully and initial all circles for confirmation): 

I":X.ID-sed on information and belief formed after reasonable inquil), the equipment identified in this application will 
~~ntinue to comply with the applicable federal requiremenHs). 

ased on information and belief fomled after reasonable inquiry. the equipment identified in this application will 
comply with applicable federal requirement(s) that will become effective during the pemlit term, on a timely basis. 

Corrected information will be provided to the District when I become aware that incorrect or incomplete 
infonnation has been submitted. 

r Based on infonnatio.n and belief fonned after reasonable inquiry, information and statements in the submitted 
application package, including all accompanying reports, and required certifications are true accurate and 
complete 

) / 

peljury under tl-e laws of the state of Califomia, that the forgoing is correct and true: 

Date 

Name of Re onsible Official (please print) 

~c.u71r/C .Lt/0d(J/fDYl.. 
Title of Responsible Official (please print) 

Mailing Address: Central Regional Office' 199(1 £. Gettysburg Avenue' hesno, California 9372(,-0244 * (5:;9) 23t1-:;900 * FAX (:;:;9) 230-6061 
1VFORM-009 

Rc.,· Jull ]Ot!;'i 
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San Joaquin Valley .Ajr Pollution Control District 
www,\'alleyair.org 

Pen11it A.pplication For: 
r ] ALTHORfT'{ TO CO~STR1JCT (ATe) - ~e"", Emission Unit 
[X] A1 ;THORJT'r' TO CO}\;STRtICT (A Tel . Modification Of Emission lillit V,rrh Valle PTO 'Valid ATC 

[ ] ALTHORJTY TO CONSTRUCT (A Te) - R~nev;ai of\ailc Authorin tel Construct 

[ ] PERJ\1JT TO OPERATE (PTO) - E\istillg Emission linit ]\im\ Requiring LI Permit to Onerate 
1 

1 P[I\I"'1IT Tel BE ISSUED HJ Sunrise !'(1wer COmpLlIl). LLC 

.., 
I  MAIUNG ADDRESS 

STREFTif) (, BOX l) (I Eo\ S U) 1
(1-; l](ill 

c:n BllKerS"Jl(~Ic1 Si ATE CA lll' C(JDE T";l:-U,.](,] ! 

3 LOCATION WHERE HIE EC)UIPMENT WILL HI' OPF:J,ATED WITHI N ](11111 FT or A 

I selic )(JL" I J YI:5 i \ I N(I
S'lREE1 I~g5- SUTlTISe rOWel Roan CiTY \-(,Iiows 

S Ie C(lDler"IOJ FAel:TJ') 

EaS1 /4 SECTION 0, TCJWUSHIP \ I 1.'1\ ~J(;E "0 
Ufkl10wn 1 4911 

INSTALL I.J/,TE4	 GENERAL NATtJRE OF RUSINESS Generation of electrJcit) 

5. TJTLE V PERMIT HOLDERS ONLY: Do you request a COC (EPA Revic'w) prior tu recelVJn~ your ATC (jfves, lX J YES JNUl 
please c()!71J,lct(' and allach a Coml'!loncl' Cerllf!(al/on (orm tTl FORM-O(9)" 

6.	 DESCRIPTIUN OF EQUIPMENT em MODIFICATION FOR WHICH APPLlCATJO]\ IS MADE llI1clude Pcrnlltlts Ifknovm. and use addltiunal 
sheets if necessary) 

Sunrise is requesting to rc:move conditions #20 and #26 ofPTO S-3746-1-7 to renect the changes to Rule 4703 tha1 nu longer reference or specify a 
time period for thcnnal stabi Iization. 

7.	 PERMIT REVIE\V PERIOD Do you request a three- or tell-day period tu review the draft Authurity to Construct I ] 3-da: review 
permit') Please note that checking "YES" will delay issuance of your fuul permit by a corresponding numher of [XJ J(I-day review 
working days. See instructions for Illore information on this n:view process. 

8	 HAVE YOU EVER APPLIED FOR A]\ ATC OR PTO IN [ XJ YES I ]NO 
THE PAST? If yes. ATc/PTO 1;: S-3746 

9 IS THIS APPLICATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A [ ] YES r XJ NO
NEW FACILlTY~ 

(If ''}'es'' IS checked, plea,'c complete thl' CEQA InformatIOn/arm) 

I XI YES [ ]NO 
10. IS TI-IlS APPLICATION SUBMITTED AS THE RESULT 

If yes. NOVfNTC 1:50()5037-OF EITHER A. NOTICE OF VIOLATIOl\; OR A NOTICE TO 
COMPLY? 

12.	 TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF APPLICANT Kelly S. Lucas 

13.	 DATE:SIGNATURE OF APr ~ 
i,' ;;Z~ 0~~ '!.cJ)O\ -vt/} 

FOR APeD USE ONLY: I 1/ 
I / 

DATE STAMP: FILING FEE 
RECEIVED $ 

DATE PAID: 

PROJECT #: 

[ 1Nll review reauested 

Optional Section 
I J DO YOl' WANT TO RECEIVE INFORMA nON 

ABUUT ElTHER OF THE FOLLUWlNG 
VOLUNTARY]'ROGRAMS') 

'"' fWt~ 

;~ ;!l~,:'-\"V,Y
I ] .. HEALTHY AIR LIVING 

!IIAL) BL' SINESS PARTNER" n .."p,-, l" • 

(:C~ 
[ ] "[NSPECT" 

~ 
-~ 

TITLE OF APP~ANT 

G~~qTJv£. y/C:Fc,1lJf( 
PHONE #. (661 ) 6 15-4630 

FAX #. \ 661 ) 615-4610 

E-MAIL rwhiestand (8',sy CJmore. eom 

CHECK #: 

FACILITY ID. 

Northern Regional Office" 4800 Enterprise Way ~ Modesto. Califcrnia 95356-8718' (~09) 55':-6400 ~ FAX (209) 557-6475
 
Central Regional Office' 1990 East GetTysburg Avenue' Fresno, California 93""26-0244' (5591 ~30·5900· FAX \559) 23[1·6061
 

Southern Regional Office' 34946 Flyo\'er Coun' Bakersfield. California 93308' (661) 392·5500' FA); (661) 392-5585
 
R~\ Apnf2fliO 
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San Joaquin Valley i~ir Pollution l'ontrolLJlstnct 
W\\'W ,\'alley air. erg 

Pennit A.pplication For: 
[ ] ALiTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT (ATC) - )\iew Emission Urut 
[X] AUTHORIT"y' TO CONSTRUCT (ATe) - !v!odification Of Emission L'nI: With \'aiid PTO'Valid UC 
[ ] AUTHORITY TO CO"l\,iSTRUCT (ATe) - Renewal ofVaiid Authorit\ \[l Construct 

[] PERMIT TO OPERATE (PTO) - Emtin~ Emission Unit ~(\W ReqUiring Co Pennit to Ope,ate 
1 

I 1 PERMIT TU BE ISSlJED TU Sunnse: Power Comnall\ . LLC 

2 MAILING ADDRESS 
STREET-'P (l BOX )'(180\1:16J' 

',-DIGJ1 
CTY Baker,ileld S1 ;·.TE Z)]! CODE ____q.~l~il-~_______ 

3	 LOCATIUN WHERE THE EQUfPMENl WILL BE (jPEkATED 

STREET ] ~8:::' Sunrise Pnwcl Ruacl	 CITY _____ t=-c·l.il~_ 

EaSI /4 SECTION "J< TCIWl<SHIP , I RANGE :2~-
I 
I 

4	 GENER,AL NA TURE OF FWSINESS Generation of electricity 

5 TITLE V PERMIT HOLDERS UNLY	 Dp you request a coe (EPA Re:vlew) prior tll receiving Yllur ATe IJ(ves, 

elcase completc and attach a [omp/wllet' lcrllflwllrm(orm rn 'F'OJiM-(JrJ9j'i 

! lAiTHIl'-: [(lUll FT OF A 

i ';CHOeJl" I J YES I); ) I-,)() 

I S.I C CCJllEr'l Uf fACILIn 

I
I U( known) 4'11 J 

I 1~~STAll UATE. 

lX J YES l ]NO 

6	 DESCRIPTJON or EQUIPMENT OR MO[)lflCATIO)\; FOR WI IICII AI'PLlCATIO)\; IS MADE (include Permit #'s if known. and use additional 
sheets if necessary) 

Sunrise is requesting to remove conditions i/20 and #2(, ofPTU S-37-16-~-7 to reneet the changes to Rule -1703 that nll longer reference or specify a 
time period for thermal stahilization. 

7.	 PERMIT REVIEW PERIOD Do you request a three- or ten-day period to review the draft Authority to Construct ] 3-day review r 
permit" Please notc that eheeking "YES" will delay issuance of your fiml permIt hy 3 corresponding numher of [X] 1O-day review 
working days. See instructions for more IIlfomlation on thi5 review process. 

8. 1-1AVE YOlI EVER APPLIED FOR AN ATC OR PTO IN [X] YES [ ]NO 
THE PAST'! If yes. ATC/PTO II'~-3746~ 

9 IS nIls APPLICAT10N FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A 
NEW FACILITY? 

[ ] YES l X] NO 

(1f 'Tes" ;.1' checked, please complelc the CEQ.1 !l1(ormatlOllform) 

I X] YES l ]NO 
10. IS Tr-ll S APPLICAT10N SUBMITTED AS THE RESULT 

If yes. NOViNTC ;"5005037
OF EITHER A NOT1CE OF VIOLATJON OR A NOTICE TO 
COMPLY? 

12, TYPE OR PRINT NAME OF APPLICANT K.elly S, Lucas 

13, DATE:

SIGN7Uftf~~
 1:>/21/20)(j 
FOR APeD USE O1-4L( / 

DATE STAMP: FILINC; FEE 
RECEIVED $ 

DATE PAID: 

II I 
PROJECT #: 

I	 1No review requested 

Optional Section 
11. DO YOl' WANT TO RECEIVE INFORMATION 

ABOUT EITHER OF THE FOLLOWING 
VOLUNTARY PROGIV\MS" 

..•~: 41". 

[ ] "HEALTHY AIR LIVING 
(HAL) BUSINESS PARTNER" {~,r\~~"~~'~
 

r C~ 

[ ] "INSPECT" \1'" 

':::;'LE OF APPLANT: 

t:.xrr-C.(,,(71vE 
PHONE # (661 

. I~ 

) 615-4630 
.

FAX #: ( 661 ) 615--16 I0 

E-MAIL rwhicstandrq'sycamore.com 

CHECK. #: 

FACILITY [0: 

Northern Regional Office * -1800 Enterprise 'VI'ay * Modesto,Califcrnia 95356-8:18 * (209) 557·6400 * FAX (209) 557-6475
 
Central Regional Office * 1990 East Gettysburg Avenue' Fresno, California 93726-0244 * (559) 230-5900' FAX (559) 230-6061
 

Southem Regional Offiee * 34946 Flyover Court' Bakersfield. California 9.3308' (661) 392-5500 • FAX (661) 392-5585
 
Rc, April 2010 




